


The automotive industry has experienced remarkable change and 
growth within the past years. In the automotive aftermarket servicing 
sector, we’re following-up and guiding that change based largely on 
our relentless view towards R&D leading to major improvements both 
in functionality as well as efficient design.  We are one of the global 
leaders in Diesel and Gasoline Injector Service Stations and our prod-
ucts have become the standard that major OE’s have integrated into 
their recent range of equipment.

These advances and successes can also be attributed to our funda-
mental beliefs and priorities. Among those is the goal of including all 
employees in the production process as thoroughly as possible to en-
sure a deep, thoughtful and broad knowledge of the products. This in 
return nurtures respect and team work throughout the company.

Our belief is that “successful companies are ones that satisfy their cus-
tomer’s wants, market needs and desires.” The data clearly show that 
if your customer base is global and diverse and you reflect their per-
spectives and their knowledge, you’re going to have a better chance for 
success. This is especially true for CARBON ZAPP due to our extremely 
diverse customer portfolio.

Nikolaos Pantazis
General Director

Dimitrios Pantazis
Manufacturing Director
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Who we are

We have chosen to focus in manufacturing Automotive Injection Servicing Equipment, by offering only the 
highest quality products and service. Our objective is to be recognized as the Company that provides the 
finest customer service, quality products, technological innovations and experience in the field wherever we 
are present, with a standard of professionalism second to none.

What we believe

Our greatest benefit and the key to our success, is our people. As a family owned business, we believe that 
each of us needs a sense of self-respect, pride, passion and satisfaction in what we do. Because satisfying 
our customers depends on the combined efforts of many, we are most effective when we work together 
cooperatively, respecting each other’s contribution and importance.

How we succeed

We succeed
by listening to our customers needs and requests
by giving always the best of ourselves
by engineering innovative technologies and providing solutions that become norms in the Automotive  
     Aftermarket Servicing
because we only present the best the market can offer in our range
because we have quality
because we are always there for our customers

How we behave

We express our beliefs in the way we treat each other and by the example we set for one another. In all our 
cooperation’s with our customers, vendors, business network and co-workers, we deal with others as we 
would expect them and want them to deal with us.

Our Customers

% from annual turnover

Our Company

Carbon Zapp is a leading manufac-
turer in Automotive Injection Ser-
vice Equipment and Tools. Carbon 
Zapp operates today in 78 countries 
of the world and has its headquar-
ters and factory in Athens, Greece. 
To accomplish our mission and 
success we are divided into three 
separate operating locations: One 
Electronics designing, manufac-
turing, assembling and servicing 
line combined with a major ware-
house, One engineering, metal 
processing and fabricating line and 
lastly the Final Assembly and Test-
ing line for our equipment. Finally, 
our administration which is accom-
modated with our Assembly line is 
managing our accounting, finance, 
International Sales, Support, and 
Organization of the business.

We are honored to serve our cus-
tomers with quality products, sales 
and marketing, state of the art 
technology, and most important-
ly, our commitment to customer 
service. Carbon Zapp has always 
believed that the purpose of our 
business was the understanding 
of our customers’ needs. Because 
we believe our customers are truly 
our partners in attaining our goals, 
no request has been too small or 
too large over past years. To sup-
port that idea, Carbon Zapp has, 
and will, continue to invest in our 
greatest plus, our people. Carbon 
Zapp’s staff is recognized by their 
long tenure, training, certification 
and their individual and personal 
commitment to one another and 
our customers. This single-mind-
ed focus on our customers, and 
our obligation to a distinct plan, has 
created the basis for our success. 

Dealerships
Services Centers
Auto Workshops
Globally

Automotive 
Aftermarket OEM’s
MAGNETI MARELLI,

GB REMAN, 
DIESELOGIC,

ALFATEST,
AEROSEC,

LEITENBERGER 
and others…

Automotive OEM’s
AUDI-VW Group, 
BOSCH, CONTI/VDO

4%39%

61%
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Our Research Team

In our Company, “Innovation” is the key to continuous growth 
and a competitive advantage. Carbon Zapp promotes its re-
search team to keep a high ambition level and continuously 
work on their research development and technical skills. On 
an annual basis, Carbon Zapp invests more than 30% of its 
operating revenues on research and development for upgrad-
ing existing products and for implementing new products for 
the future. Carbon Zapp has built up an extensive group of 
intellectual property and talented personnel throughout the 
years. Strategic agreements, world-class component sup-
pliers and manufacturers contribute in developing advanced 
technologies and products, and in conclusion Carbon Zapp 
has achieved credibility and loyalty throughout its network. 
The objectives that have been accomplished were made pos-
sible not only because of the research and development ef-
forts, but also from the dedication and teamwork of Carbon 
Zapp’s committed staff.

 Recognized Sales Network

The key success reason in Carbon Zapp’s excellent collaborations with business partners and continuous ability 
to sustain a competitive edge is its globally integrated sales support capability. The company’s sales network 
today extends globally in all 5 continents and over 75 counties, which ensures that it delivers the best products 
and support corresponding to its customer’s needs. Our sales markets are diverse and not limited to well stated 
economies. Our customer base is continuously growing and strengthening, as our network is committed to our 
philosophy and products.  We have customers where today’s technology begins and also where technology is 
yet to come…

 

Customer Service

Ever since Carbon Zapp was established, customer service and support were always a priority. In the past 12 
years, this field has shown significant progress in fulfilling goals and strategic decisions. The assembly line was 
re-designed in order to increase output capacity and to simplify diagnosis, service and repair of the equipment 
produced. Knowledgeable technical staff will answer the phone, reply to an e-mail within 24-hours all year 
round. Carbon Zapp prides itself on a 1-hour average response time to any problem or concern there may be.
“We believe that we have earned our position because of our commitment to customer service; service that 
emphasizes quality products and consistently prompt order handling and delivery. If we fail to provide satis-
faction to our customers, we forfeit our right to their business. Carbon Zapp’s Management and staff loyalty to 
this business makes it a win-win situation” says Mr. Bill Pantazis, Owner and Founder of Carbon Zapp.

Established Carbon Zapp at Chicago, USA

Established Carbon Zapp in Athens, Greece. Started 
with manufacturing Engine Tech and FST equipment 
and tools.

Manufactured the first generation Gasoline Test 
benches

First Exporting activity in the Balkans and South 
East Europe

Participation to major International Shows such as 
Automechanika Frankfurt and others.

Innovated and upgraded all equipment to fully 
automated ones

International sales are constantly growing to other 
continents

Carbon Zapp has presence in all Continents. 
International sales are booming worldwide. 
Participation in every major international show 
from then on. 

Presented  at Automechanika our Test benches 
with Gasoline Direct injection capability

Presented our first Diesel Tech series machine, the 
CTU-1100e at Equip Auto Paris show

Diesel Tech CTU-1100e has become a standard in 
Diesel Injector servicing. It was the  first machine in 
the world, so compact, economic and complete in 
testing and servicing all Diesel Common Rail (Piezo 
& Solenoid) injectors

Presented the UAS-100 for Diesel Tech Series 
machine. An Attachment unit to the CTU for testing 
and servicing Unit Injectors and Pumps without 
the use of a cambox

First OEM cooperation’s. First Presentation of the 
CRU.2  machine at Automechanika Frankfurt show

Gasoline Direct Injection test bench operating at 
250Bar was first manufactured for Audi-VW factory 
of FSI engines. Subsequently, Bosch factories as well 
as other OE’s implemented our solution globally

New Generation of the Diesel Tech Series “DS2 
and UA2” were presented at Automechanika 
Frankfurt after the very successful models of 
global penetration, the “CTU-1100 and UAS-100”. 
In addition, the HUA machine was presented for 
servicing HEUI injectors

DS4 and GD4 test benches of high technology and 
great capabilities for servicing 4 Diesel CR and 4 
G-Di injectors simultaneously were presented at 
Autopromotec  Bologna show. Database and Test 
plans for all Diesel CR injectors were released 

All series of equipment get an “i” suffix as a major 
upgrade with technological improvements in every 
sector that make these machines distinct from the 
competition. GD1i along with CRU.2i, DS2i and UA2i 
are officially presented at Automechanika Frankfurt
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DS4i

CRU.2i

DS2i

DSC

attachment devices

UA2i

HUA

Diesel 
Tech Series 

DIESEL injector equipment

The Common Rail innovative testing solution

The unique, compact, economic and 
advanced solution for every workshop 
to service diesel injection systems.

Piezo 

Solenoid 

Dual
Solenoid
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Piezo 

Solenoid 

Dual
Solenoid

Automatic Service station for 4 Diesel 
Common Rail Injectors

CRU.4i
DIESEL injector equipment

Automotive Injection 
Service Solutions

– CR Injector Coding

– Up to 2450 Bar

– RSP  (μs)

– Under 25min
   complete testing

tests performed

eRLC
Electrical test for Ω, μH, μF
LKT
Static Back leak test
NOP
Nozzle Opening Pressure 
test
iVM
Injector Volume Measuring 
test (15 steps)
RSP
Injector Response time test
SPR
Injector Nozzle Spray quality 
test



injection volume metering (IVM)

Electronic 
Injection Volume Metering (IVM)

Accurate, repeatable and fast electronic 
measurement of discharged and returned 
volumes. The only Mass Metering device 
available in the market today, that does not 
require filtering and temperature calibra-
tion. Multiple-Injection-Metering (MIM) is ef-
fectively accomplished.
features
Dynamically measuring in mg/strokes 
(equivalent to mm3/stroke)
resolution 0.2mg, accuracy 0.2%

characteristics

adapters kit

Spray Chamber

Led-lit and pressurized spray chamber for 
clear view of injected pattern. You can vir-
tually see the multiple injections as hap-
pening in the cylinder. Diagnosis of: NOP, 
incorrect spraying, leaky or seized injec-
tors.

Injector Clamp

Quick & Easy clamping and connectivity 
system. 

RSP

RSP adapter (optional) is connected to the 
nozzle of each injector to precisely meas-
ure the actual mechanical response time 
of injection from the electrical actuation 
signal. Diagnosis of: slow acting injec-
tor, retarded injection event, poor perfor-
mance and emissions.

Report

Single-page color report for each injector.
Customer and injector detailed informa-
tion clearly presented and filed. All test 
points are analytically displayed.

A complete set of adapters, fittings and electrical connectors is supplied 
with the machine for all types of Bosch, Delphi, Denso and CONTI/VDO 
CR injectors.

features

– Manufacturer Injector Database  
 (Bosch. Delphi, Denso, VDO)
– User Injector Programmable   
 Database 
– Piezo & Solenoid actuation
 (0-250 Volts / 0-35A)
– Boost Voltage (HV) up to 250V 
 for New Piezo systems
– HV Peak Amp, Bat. Peak A and 
 Bat. Hold A programmable
– Programmable charging and 
 discharging Piezo profiles
– Up to 2450Bar system (optional)
– Multiple Injections 
 (programmable)
– Measurement of Injection 
 response time (IRTS-optional)
– CR Injector Coding 
– Clear protective test bench cover
– Spill free quick-connectors for  
 Discharge and Return hoses
– Piezo Injector Individual Return 
 regulators
– Ergonomic and dynamic design
– Short testing time required 
 (less than 25min)
– Injector protection function
– PCB protection circuit
– Quality & robust
– User-friendly

tel +30 210 9928304

fax +30 210 9928655

info@CarbonZapp.com

www.CarbonZapp.com

364 Varis - Koropiou Ave.

19400 - Attiki, Greece

Ultrasonic device
– UB15s
– UB15e (sweep technology, degas action)

Portable stand
Modern design, compact and lightweight 
with accessories cabinet 

Oils and fluids (4L / 20L / 208L)
– Diesel Injector Calibration Oil 
– Ultrasonic Solvent

CRIN adapters
A complete range for most commonly 
used commercial vehicles, trucks, buses 
and industrial engines

extras (optional)



DS4i
Service station
for 4 Diesel
Common Rail
Injectors

application

systems

passenger cars

light duty trucks

heavy duty trucks

buses

marines

agriculture

industrial equipment

trains

HUAUA2iDSCDS2iCRU.2iDS4i

attachment devices

with attachments UA2i and HUA

EUI
EUP HEUICRI

CRIN
with attachment

UA2i
with attachment

HUA

injection volume metering (IVM)

Electronic
Injection Volume Metering (IVM) CRU.2i

Accurate and repeatable electronic measurement of discharged and 
returned volumes.  The only Mass Metering device available in the 
market today, that does not require filtering and temperature calibra-
tion. Multiple-Injection-Metering (MIM) is effectively accomplished.

features
Dynamically measuring in mg/strokes (equivalent to mm3/stroke) 
resolution 0.2mg, accuracy 0.2% 

Volumetric Tubes
Injection Volume Metering (IVM) DS4i and DS2i

Precise, Graduated and led illuminated tubes are used for efficient 
diagnosis of uneven flow rates for both discharged and returned vol-
umes. Automatic drainage after each test.

characteristics  
resolution 0.5ml, accuracy ±1ml/65ml 
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characteristics

features

Spray Chamber

Illuminated (high intensity LED) and 
fumes-clear spray chamber for clear 
view of injected pattern. You can virtually 
see the multiple injections. 
Diagnosis of: NOP, incorrect spraying, 
leaky or seized injectors  

Dual Function System

Test System: 
Performs Only testing of the injector 
using Calibration oil.

Test and Clean System: 
Performs testing of the injector using
Calibration oil and also internal 
flushing and cleaning of the
injector using a specially formulated 
treatment detergent. (optional)

Injector Clamp

Ergonomic, robust, fast & simple 
clamping with self positioning function

–  Piezo & Solenoid actuation (0-250 Volts / 0-35A) 
–  Boost Voltage up to 250V for New Piezo systems 
–  High Voltage Peak Amp, Battery Peak Amp and 
 Battery Hold Amp control fully programmable
–  Fully programmable charging and  discharging 
 Piezo signal profiles
–  Up to 2450Bar system (optional) 
–  Multiple Injections (programmable) 
–  Variable & Customizable Test-Plans 
 (independent for every injector) 
–  Manufacturer / User Injector Database (upgradeable) 
–  Measurement of Injection response time*(IRTS-optional)
–  Injector Coding option (CRU.2 prepared for future upgrade)
–  Clear protective test bench cover
–  Spill free quick-connectors for Discharge and Return hoses
–  Piezo Injector Individual Return regulators 
–  Glass level indicators 
–  MACC – Advanced chemical treatment and flushing
 of the injector 
–  Ergonomic and dynamic design
–  Short testing time required
–  Injector protection function
–  PCB protection circuit
–  Quality & robust
–  User-friendly 

*Future Upgrade

CRU.2i
Automatic, fast and 
advanced service 
station for all 
Diesel Common 
Rail injectors

DS2i
Semi-Automatic and 
economic service 
station for all 
Diesel Common 
Rail Injectors
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DSC
Diesel Injector Flushing solution

adapters kit

A complete set of adapters, fittings 
and electrical connectors is sup-
plied with the machine for all types 
of Bosch, Delphi, Denso and CONTI/
VDO CR injectors. 

Commercial and light duty truck 
injectors [CRIN]

A complete range of CRIN adapters
for most commonly used com-
mercial vehicles, trucks, buses 
and industrial engines are available
(optional)

Every Diesel workshop that already has an Injector testing solution should be able with minimum cost 
and effort to efficiently service diesel injector problems.  The DSC unit along with the treatment detergent 
will activate the inert carbon molecules, resins, varnishes and gums that accumulate inside the diesel 
injector and flush them while operating the injector in different loads. For optimum cleaning efficiency, the 
use of Carbon Zapp’s ultrasonic baths and detergents are recommended.

UA2i
Servicing of unit injection 
systems is made easy not 
only for the Diesel Spe-
cialists, but also for every 
workshop

attachment 
device

A wide range of UI/UP adapters, fittings, adjusting rods and elec-
trical connectors for most commonly used systems are available 
(optional)

adapters kit

passenger cars
heavy duty trucks
buses
marines
agriculture
industrial equipment
trains

Volvo (Bosch & Delphi), 
Volvo E1, Volvo E3*, 
John Deere, Scania / Yanmar, 
Iveco, All CAT’s, Cummins 
Celect, Cummins, Detroit Diesel, 
Mercedes (Actros & Atego), 
Mack, VW PDE

Volumetric Tubes measurement 
with DS2i / DS4i: 
resolution 0.5ml, accuracy ± 1ml/65ml
Electronic measurement 
with CRU2: 
resolution 0.2mg, accuracy 0.2% 

Ergonomic, sturdy, fast & simple 
mounting with elevator style self 
positioning function. The spray 
chamber moves downwards for 
volumetric testing phase, and up-
wards to perform a spray pattern 
test. Easy adjustable Cam stroke 
4-24mm with the use of adjust-
able wheel. 

application

systems

IVM

unit system mounting

features

– Fast mounting and dismounting 
 of injector/pump
– Fast and easy transition 
 between spray and volumetric test 
– Pneumatic operated unit 
 (Conventional test bench  or 
 motor is NOT required) 
– Clear protective injector 
 assembly cover
– Cummins Low Pressure supply 
 system 
– Spill free quick-connectors for 
 Discharge and return hoses
– Low pressure fluid control & 
 indication (0-10 Bar) 
– Delphi E3 dual solenoid system* 
– Piezo actuation for all EUI’s
 – MACC (Advanced chemical 
 treatment and flushing of the 
 injector - optional ) 
– Ergonomic and dynamic design 
– Short testing time required 
– Quality & robust    

*Future Upgrade

CRU.2i

DS2i

DS4i

working
with

application systems

CRI /CRIN / MDI

EUI/ EUP / HEUI 
(optional – requires 
upgrade and attachments)

features

–  Up to 1100Bar system
–  Full range adaptability
–  Ergonomic and dynamic
 design 
–  Spill free quick-connectors  
 for Discharge and Return  
 hoses
–  MACC 
 (Advanced chemical 
 treatment and flushing 
 of the injector) 
–  Quality & robust 

Used to rinse-off micro par-
ticles  from diesel parts after 
being ultrasonically cleaned.
The DS-Cleantank attaches 
to the DSC and uses calibra-
tion fluid filtered at 2microns 
to rinse-off the parts through 
a flexible spray hose.

DS-Cleantank (optional)
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DGi CHUA
The cost-effective, simple and 
fast  solution for every workshop 
to service Diesel HEUI injector 
systems. 

attachment device

A selection of HEUI adapters, fittings and electrical connectors for 
most commonly used systems are available (optional)

adapters kit

features
- Compact & Lightweight 
- Accessories cabinet
- Modern design

UB15s / UB15e (optional)

Ultrasound waves interact 
through a special fluid to pro-
vide safe & detailed cleaning of 
fuel injector components.
features
- Automatic function 
- 42 kHz frequency range
- Electronic Heat control
- Sweep technology (UB15e)
- Degas action (UB15e) 

οils and fluids

Diesel Injector 
Calibration Oil

Diesel Injector Calibration 
Oil for testing purposes.To 
be used only with Carbon 
Zapp Test Benches and NOT 
ultrasonic devices.

4L / 20L / 208L

Diesel Treatment 
Detergent

For all types of Injectors 
cleaner, heavy duty carbon 
remover and lubricator. Pro-
fessional use with Diesel Tech 
units. 

2L / 25L / 208L

Ultrasonic
Solvent

Condensed Ultrasonic solvent, 
to be mixed with water. To be 
used with Carbon Zapp Ultra-
sonic Baths Only. NOT for In-
jector Testing use.

4L / 20L / 208L

portable stand

ultrasonic device

light duty trucks
heavy duty trucks
industrial equipment

Caterpillar  
3126, 7.3L, C7/C9 
Navistar Powerstroke systems 
6.0L, 7.6L, 9.3L
Isuzu Trooper systems

Volumetric Tubes measurement 
with DS2i / DS4i: 
resolution 0.5ml, accuracy ± 1ml/65ml
Electronic measurement 
with CRU2: 
resolution 0.2mg, accuracy 0.2% 

Ergonomic, sturdy, fast & simple 
mounting. The injector fixture 
moves backwards and swings for 
ease of adapting for volumetric 
testing phase. 

Illuminated (high intensity LED) 
and fumes-clear spray chamber 
for clear view of injected pattern. 
Diagnosis of: incorrect spraying, 
proper operation of the control 
valve, leaky or seized injectors .

application

systems

IVM

injector mounting

spray chamber

features

– Fast mounting and dismounting 
 of HEUI injector 
– Adaptability and driving
 characteristics for most 
 HEUI injectors in the market
– Pneumatic operated unit 
 (Conventional test bench  or  
 motor is NOT required) 
– Spill free quick-connectors 
 for Discharge and return hoses 
– Low pressure fluid control & 
 indication (0-10 Bar / 0-145 psi)
– High pressure Hydraulic
 system control & indication  
 (30-300 Bar / 40-4350 psi)
– MACC (Advanced chemical 
 treatment and flushing of the 
 injector -optional)
– Ergonomic and dynamic design 
– Short testing time required 
– Quality & robust
 *Future Upgrade

CRU.2i

DS2i

DS4i

working
with

Diesel and Gasoline 
Injector Control Unit

A fully customizable electronic con-
trol unit to correctly pulse all types of 
Diesel electrical fuel injectors. Can be 
used along with any generic stand-
alone test bench or diagnostic tools 
for measuring control valve lift and 
more.  

injector types: 
Piezo, Solenoid, Dual - Solenoid
systems:
CRI / CRIN / EUI/ EUP /HEUI
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technical specifications
Injector capacity 
Dual-Solenoid Injectors capacity
CRI/ CRIN Solenoid Injector profiles for BOSCH, DELPHI, DENSO, VDO
CRI/ CRIN Piezo Injector profiles for BOSCH, DELPHI, DENSO, VDO
CRI/ CRIN Solenoid/ Piezo Injector generic profiles for others
EUI/ EUP Solenoid Injector profiles 
EUI/ EUP Piezo Injector profiles
HEUI Solenoid Injector profiles 
HEUI  Piezo Injector profiles
Gasoline/ Petrol Direct Injector Solenoid/ Piezo injector Profiles
Injector Driver Capability  (VDc/ Amperage)
Injector Driver Boost Voltage [VDc]
Customizable Solenoid Injector Profiles
Customizable Piezo Charging /  Discharging profiles
Dual Solenoid (Coil) Customizable Dwell time (degrees/μs delay)
Manufacturer Database and Test Plans
User-Programmable Database and Test Plans
User Programmable Multiple-Injections capability (number of injections)
Injector operating frequency
Injector pulse width (μs)
Injector pulses option
Electric Resistance (Ω) Ohm test
Electrical Inductance test (μH)
Electrical Capacitance test (μF)
Electronic measurement with Mass Measurement (resolution in mg  / accuracy)
Volumetric measurement in graduated glass tubes (ml / tol. / accuracy)
HP injector connection M12 and M14
Operating Pressure (Bar / 1Bar = 10 KPa/ 14.5 PSi)
Upgrade to 2450Bar system
High Pressure Pneumatic/Hydraulic Pump output Pistons
Electrical low pressure supply pump for HP Pump
Automatic adjustment of Pressure to system tested
Digital indication of  High Pressure
Low Pressure fluid control & indication (0-10 Bar)
Electrical positive displacement fluid handling pump
High pressure Hydraulic Oil system control & indication (30-300 Bar / 40-4350 psi)
Piezo Injector return regulators (Bosch/ Conti-VDO)
Clear protective test bench cover
Clear protective test bench cover with dual cut-off switch
MACC (Molecular Activation Chemical Cleaning)
Testing Oil Tank /  Cleaning detergent Oil Tank (L)
Testing Oil Tank / Cleaning detergent Oil Tank  Filtering (μm)
HEUI Testing Oil Tank (L) / Filtering (μm)
Flexible HP / LP Hose (Burst pressure / Operating pressure) (Bar)
Adjustable Injector Clamp for 8-45 mm
Spray tube Fumes Extractor (vacuum clearing)
Fumes Extractor Filtered exhaust to the Environment
Diagnose Injector Uneven flow rates/ bad spray pattern / electrical failures
Diesel Injector Testing Spray Pattern / Atomization
Diesel Injector Testing Discharge/ Return Volume
High intensity Led lighting for every spray chamber/ volumetric tube
Automatic functions and operations
Manual functions and operations (semi-auto)
Printer / USB output of results / report
Human Machine Interface (Display)
Customer and injector filing
On-Display Guide (step-by-step instructions)
Industrial PC Operation Software
Spill-free fluid quick connectors
Automatic draining of volumetric tubes
Standard Adapters CRI / DI / CRIN  (All Makes*)
Adapters EUI / EUP / UI / UP (All Makes*)
UB15e Ultrasonic bath exclusive (Automatic, Sweep tech 31-42kHz, Degas, Heat control)
UB15s Ultrasonic bath Standard (Semi-Auto,42Khz, Heat  control)
Compressed (Purified) Air Supply Input (Bar)
Avg. Consumption (Lt/min)/ Max. Consumption (Lt/min) / Input Air Pressure (BAR)
Input power (Volts) / Power Consumption (Watt)
Operating Frequency (Hz)
Easy Access Emergency Stop Switch
Packaged Dimensions WxDxH (mm) / Weight (Kg)
Consumable Fluids (testing & cleaning)
Portable Stand with cabinet
Language localization
Future upgradeable
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DSCDS4i CRU.2i DS2i HUA DGiC

Diesel 
Tech Series 

* Some makes are subject to availability within normal delivery periods.

Dimensions and weight values are subject to change without notice

 standard        optional        not applicable 

UA2i
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GD4i   GD1i

GS8    GS4    GS2

Carbon 
Tech Series 

GASOLINE injector equipment

The only way to test Gasoline Direct injectors

Gasoline direct injection requires high pressure 
testing to truly diagnose operation faults. Carbon 
Zapp once again innovates with GD4i / GD1i provid-
ing the only complete testing solution in the market. 

The proven workshop solution for every fuel injector

application

systems

motorcycles

passenger cars

marines

300 Bars+ 

GD1iGD4iGS2GS4GS8

Piezo 

Solenoid 

300 Bars+

GD4i   GD1i
G-DI / FSI / HPI / DISI / SIDI (Direct injection)

GS8    GS4    GS2
G-DI / FSI / HPI / DISI / SIDI (Direct injection), MPFI / SPFI, 
L-JETRONIC (Multi-port fuel injection) / CSFI, 
CPFI (Central port injection) / TBI / CFI (Throttle body injection),
K-JETRONIC (Continuous Injection), MARINES, E-TEC / FICHT
Other: Motorcycles, LPG, Alternative fuels
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features

injection volume metering (IVM)

adapters kit

–  Piezo & Solenoid actuation (0-250 Volts / 0-35A) 
–  High Voltage Peak A, Battery Peak A and battery hold A control 
 fully programmable 
–  Fully programmable charging and discharging Piezo signal profiles
–  Multiple Injections (programmable) 
–  Variable & Customizable Test-Plans (independent for every injector) 
–  Manufacturer / User Injector Database* (upgradeable) 
–  Measurement of Injection response time*(IRTS-optional)
–  Operating Pressure 30-300Bars. Capable Up to 800Bar system 
–  Clear protective test bench cover with dual cut-off switch 
–  Filtered injection fumes extractor and collector
–  Ergonomic, dynamic and design 
–  Short testing time required 
–  Ergonomic, robust, fast & simple clamping with self-positionin
 function
–  User-friendly 

Precise, Graduated and led illuminated tubes are used for efficient di-
agnosis of uneven flow rates and weak or defective nozzle springs at 
high operating pressures. Automatic drainage after each test. Data-
base and test plans for most GDi injectors in the market*. Electronic 
display of volume through user interference (GD4i). Repeatable test 
outputs. Printer and report filing (GD4i). 

features
resolution 0.5ml, accuracy ± 1ml/ 65ml

A complete set of adapters, fittings and electrical connectors is 
supplied with the machine for all types of Bosch, Delphi, Denso and 
Continental/VDO Gasoline Direct injectors.

GD4i

GD1i

300 Bars+

300 Bars+

*Future Upgrade

systems

G-DI / FSI / HPI / DISI / SIDI (Direct injection)
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GS8 GS4 GS2

service & repair 

systems

features

–  Increased exhaust emissions 
–  Reduced engine performance  (Power, Torque) 
–  Increased fuel consumption 
–  Poor driveability situations 
–  Direct injection systems failure  (Leaks, Pressure drop) 
–  Rough idle and periodic stall  of the engine 
–  Conditions that lead to long-term catalytic converter damage 
–  Extended engine start-up 
–  MIL - check engine light-up

G-DI / FSI / HPI / DISI / SIDI (Direct injection), 
MPFI / SPFI, 
L-JETRONIC (Multi-port fuel injection) / CSFI, 
CPFI (Central port injection) / TBI / CFI (Throttle body injection),
K-JETRONIC (Continuous Injection), MARINES, E-TEC / FICHT

Other: Motorcycles, LPG, Alternative fuels

–  G-DI Capable 
–  Spray test 
–  Volume test 
–  Automatic function
–  Fully customizable 
–  Engine Simulation Tests
–  Automatic Drain of tubes 
–  Injector Protection circuit
–  Test plans – Repeatability
–  Reverse flush 
–  Adaptability 
–  On-display guide 
–  Fast mounting 
–  Ease of use
–  Quality and robust 
–  Language Localization
–  Upgradeable

GS8    GS4    GS2
The efficient and cost-effective way 
to bench test and service every fuel 
injector. 
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A fully customizable electronic control unit to 
correctly energize and pulse all types of gasoline 
electrical fuel injectors. Can be used along with 
any Ultrasonic bath or machine for injector test-
ing or cleaning purposes.   

GiC Gasoline Injector Control UnitDGiC

injector types: 
Piezo, Solenoid, 
Dual - Solenoid
systems:
G-Di / CRI / CRIN / 
EUI / EUP / HEUI

Diesel and 
Gasoline Injector Control Unit

A fully customizable electronic control unit to 
correctly pulse all types of Gasoline Direct 
Injectors and Diesel electrical fuel injectors. Can 
be used along with any generic standalone test 
bench.

features
- Compact & Lightweight 
- Accessories cabinet
- Modern design

UB15s / UB15e (optional)

Ultrasound waves interact 
through a special fluid to pro-
vide safe & detailed cleaning of 
fuel injector components.
features
- Automatic function 
- 42 kHz frequency range
- Electronic Heat control
- Sweep technology (UB15e)
- Degas action (UB15e) 

οils and fluids

Gasoline Injector 
Calibration Oil

Gasoline Injector Calibration 
Oil for testing purposes. To 
be used only with Carbon 
Zapp Test Benches and NOT 
ultrasonic devices.

4L / 20L / 208L

Gasoline Treatment 
Detergent 

For all types of Injectors 
cleaner, heavy duty carbon 
remover and lubricator. Pro-
fessional use with Carbon 
Tech units.
(Only for GD1, GD4 units)

2L / 25L / 208L

Ultrasonic
Solvent

Condensed Ultrasonic solvent, 
to be mixed with water. To be 
used with Carbon Zapp Ultra-
sonic Baths Only. NOT for In-
jector Testing use.

4L / 20L / 208L

portable stand

ultrasonic device

adapters

Standard Kit

Set of Fuel Rail & Adapters 
for all makes and types of 
Top-Feed and G-DI Injectors [4]  

TBI Kit

Set of Fuel Rail & Adapters 
for all makes and types of 
throttle body   and Side-Feed 
injector [1]

Exclusive Kit

Complete set of Fuel Rail & 
Adapters, special designed 
for easy and fast adaptation 
to all makes and types of 
Top-Feed, G-Di, Side-Feed 
Injectors. [4] 
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technical specifications
Injector Capability / Signal Output capability
Testing and cleaning Direct injection FSI , HPI, GDI
Testing and cleaning  MPFI, SPFI, L-JETRONIC, TBI, CFI / CSFI, CPFI
Testing and cleaning MOTO / MARINE, LPG, ALTERNATIVE FUELS
Testing and cleaning K-JETRONIC
Operating Injector Pressure (Bar / 1Bar = 10 KPa)
Automatic adjustment of Pressure to system tested
Saturated Switch driver automatically selected
Peak & Hold driver automatically selected
Piezo Injector driver circuit (0-250 VDc / 0-35 A)
High intensity Led lighting for every spray chamber
Automatic functions and operations
Manual functions (semi-auto)
User-Programmable Test Plans
Spray Pattern & Atomization view
Step-by-step instructions (LCD messages)
Future upgradeable
Automatic draining of volumetric tubes
Acceleration/ Deceleration mode simulation test
Rich/ Lean mode  simulation test
User Programmable Multiple-Injections capability (# of injections)
Manufacturer / User Injector Database (Test Plans)
Printer / USB output of results / report
Human Machine Interface (Display)
Customer and injector filing
Electric coil condition and (Ω) Ohm testing
Electrical Inductance test (μH)
Electrical Capacitance test (μF)
Filtered Fluid supply system 
Injector operating frequency
Injector pulse width (μs)
Injector pulses option
Dynamic and Static tests for all injector types
Volumetric measurement in graduated glass tubes (ml / tol. / accuracy)
Language localization
On-Display Guide (step-by-step instructions)
Industrial PC Operation Software
Spill-free fluid quick connectors
Standard Adapters Kit (top feed injectors adapters)
TBI adapters Kit (throttle body and side feed injectors adapters kit)
Exclusive Adapters (All  top & side feed injectors easy adapters kit)
Direct Injector High Pressure Standard Size Adapters
Direct Injector High Pressure Long and Non-Standard Adapters (optional list)
UB15e Ultrasonic bath exclusive (Sweep technology 31-42kHz, Degas, Heat control)
UB15s Ultrasonic bath Standard (42Khz, Heat  control)
Input power (Volts) / Power Consumption (Watt)
Operating Frequency (Hz)
Packaged Dimensions WxDxH (cm) / Weight (Kg)
Consumable Fluids (testing & cleaning)
Injector Accessories Kit (screen filters, caps, o-rings, etc)
Portable Stand with cabinet
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GS4 GS2GS8GD4i GD1i DGiCGiC

Carbon 
Tech Series 

Dimensions and weight values are subject to change without notice

 standard        optional        not applicable 

DGiC technical 
spesifications
in page 17
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Diagnostic & 
Service Tools

Diesel & Gasoline Engine Equipment

Modern engine servicing, calls  for time-saving,
easy-to-use and cost-effective solutions. 
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application

systems

features

benefits

adapters

motorcycle

passenger cars

light duty trucks

heavy duty trucks

buses

marines

agriculture

industrial equipment

trains

Common-Rail and conventional Diesel   
Gasoline Direct Injection (G-DI, FSI, HPI)  
Conventional Fuel Injection (MPFI / TBI / CIS) 
LPG / CNG
Carburated  

–  Dual-Tank system (ES-20) 
–  Automatic Pressure adjustment 
–  Adaptability to all makes and models 
–  Intake manifold cleaning with adapter unit (optional)
–  Locomotive application model available that handles 1200 L/H (optional)
–  Industrial application model available that handles 600 L/H (optional)
–  Automatic /manual functions 
–  On-Display guide 
–  Language localization 
–  Upgradeable 
–  User-friendly 
–  Portable & Lightweight 
–  Quality & robust 

ES-10 ES-20 ES-60 ES-120

–  Exhaust emissions reduction more   than 70%
–  Maximum restoration of engine’s performance 
–  Reduction of fuel consumption 
–  Common-Rail system cleaning
–  High Pressure pump’s conditioning  
–  De-carbonization of the combustion chamber
–  De-carbonizing of intake manifold and throttle body 
–  Optimum fuel combustion 
–  Blocked valves and piston rings release 
–  De-carbonization of the catalytic converter
–  Improved idle-speed stability
–  Fading of engine knocking 
–  Prevention of long term expensive repairs.

ES
series
Diesel & 
Gasoline 
Engine Treatment 
Unit

ES-10
ES-20
ES-60
ES-120

detergent

The ENGINE TECH detergent  activates the inert 
carbon   molecules, resins, dust varnish and 
gums that accumulate inside the engine com-
ponents, and burns them with the combustion 
process.  

–  Safe for the user 
–  Harmless to all engine parts 
–  Non-Flammable
–  Non-Carcinogenic product and friendly to 
 the environment 
–  Efficient  to all types of engines.

Fuel Tank Capacity (Lt)  (Option to customize Lt size)
Fuel Supply Capacity (Lt/ H – Gal/H)
Gasoline / Diesel Fuel Filter (μm)
Fuel Feed / Fuel Return Hoses
12V Power Cable
Fuel Pressure Gauge (Gasoline / Diesel)
Automatic adjustment to system operating pressure
Input power (Volts) / Max Power Consumption (Watt)
Packaged Dimensions WxDxH (cm) / Weight (Kg)

[ Common tank ]
5

200
8

(2) 3m / 10ft
3m / 10ft

0-10 Bar / 0-150Psi
YES

12 VDc / 100W
62 X 48 X 98 / 42

ES-10Technical Specifications ES-20 ES-60 ES-120 + Portable Tank

[ Dual tank ]
5 / 3.5

200
8 / 8

(4) 3m / 10ft
3m / 10ft

0-10 Bar / 0-150Psi
YES

12 VDc / 100W
62 X 48 X 98 / 46

[ Common tank ]
10 

600 
10

(2) 3m / 10ft
3m / 10ft

0-10 Bar / 0-150Psi
NO

12 VDc / 280W
62 X 48 X 98 / 60

[ Separate tank ]
92

1200
10

(2) 3m / 10ft
3m / 10ft

0-10 Bar / 0-150Psi
NO

12 VDc /650W
ES-120: 65 X 50 X 100 / 70
  PT-92: 60 X 50 X 100 / 48 Dimensions and weight values are subject  to change 

without notice

Fuel system adapters kit
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FST / FST-HF Diesel & Gasoline Fuel System Tester
CRPT-110 Digital Common Rail Pressure Tester

Common-Rail and conventional Diesel /   
Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI, FSI, HPI) / 
Conventional Fuel Injection 
(MPFI / TBI / CIS) /
Racing and Performance Systems (FST-HF) / 
Marines / Motorcycles / Trucks / Buses / 
Industrial Equipment 

– Digital tester for checking operating  
 pressure of Common-Rail systems 
– Leak testing of the 
 Common-Rail System 
– Easy Operation / Robust design 
– Electrical Adapters to fit all types 
 of High Pressure rail Sensors 
– Two measuring pressure ranges 
 available 
– Operation Range 
 0..1500 bar or 0..2000 bar 
– Measurement Pressure resolution 
 of 1 bar 
– Indication for defective pressure
 rail sensor 
– Fault detection indicated a by red
 warning LED 
– Automatic cut-off after 1 minute 
– Power supply by 9 V battery 
 (standalone unit)

–  Incorrect fuel pressure 
–  Incorrect fuel flow at the 
 system 
–  Plugged fuel filter 
–  Faulty fuel pump 
–  Plugged fuel pump inlet 
 strainer 
–  Faulty fuel pump 
 check valve 
–  Leaky fuel injectors 
–  Incorrect operation of the 
 fuel pressure regulator 
–  Fuel foaming and/or 
 contamination 
–  Restrictions in 
 supply/return fuel lines 
–  Intake manifold vacuum 
 fluctuation 
–  Exhaust back-pressure 
 for testing catalytic
 converter operation 
–  Turbo-boost pressure 
 operation

–  1 basic tester unit  
–  1 adapter cable CRZ01 
 (Mercedes vehicles)
–  1 adapter cable CRZ02 
 (Universal connecting plug) 
–  1 adapter cable CRZ03 
 (French and Italian vehicles) 
–  1 adapter cable CRZ04 
 (Delphi CR systems)  
–  Plastic carrying case

–  Compact & Portable
–  High flow capability for Racing and 
 performance applications (FST-HF)
–  Easy readable analog gauges  
 System Pressure 
 Manifold Vacuum  
 Exhaust Back Pressure / Turbo Boost  
–  Durable clear flow tube 
–  Quick & safe connectors for all lines
–  Robust for the work-shop 
–  Adaptability  for all makes and models 
–  Repeatable and fast.

application (systems)

features

Fuel Pressure Gauge
Manifold Vacuum Gauge 
Exhaust Backpressure Gauge
Scaled Fuel Flow Tube
Case Dimensions WxDxH (cm) / Weight (Kg)

0-100 Psi / 0-7 Bar
0-30 inHg  / 0-100 KPa vacuum

0-15 Psi / 0-100 KPa
0.3 – 3.3 Lt/min // 0.1 – 0.87 gal/min

53 X 43 X 14 / 5 

0-100 Psi / 0-7 Bar
0-30 inHg  / 0-100 KPa vacuum

0-15 Psi / 0-100 KPa
0.6 – 6.6 Lt/min // 0.2 – 1.75 gal/min

53 X 43 X 14 / 5.3 

Technical Specifications

Dimensions and weight values are subject  to change without notice

FST FST-HF

diagnosis components

BOSCH, CONTI/ VDO, DELPHI and DENSO  
Common Rail Systems 

application

CRMK-110 Common Rail Backflow Kit For All Injector Makes

–  Test kit for checking the return flow 
 volumes from Common-Rail Systems 
–  Plexiglass robust container with
 graduated scales for easy comparison 
–  Metal chain hook to hold tester in 
 upright position of the engine hood 
–  Full set of adapters to connect to the 
 Injector’s return port

–  1 plexiglass measuring 
 container with 6 measuring 
 chambers 
–  6 fuel-resistant, highly
 flexible hoses, each 40 cm 
 long (1ft) 
–  6 adapters for BOSCH 
 injectors 
–  6 adapters for DELPHI 
 injectors 
–  6 adapters for DENSO 
 injectors 
–  6 adapters for CONTI/ VDO 
 injectors 
–  Plastic carrying case 

components

HP-G2500 Common Rail Injection - Fuel System Tester

HP-G250 Diesel / Gasoline DI - Fuel System Tester

Gasoline Direct Injection (G-Di, FSI, HPI)
CRI / CRIN (HP-G2500)
Conventional Diesel / Marine / Truck / Bus  

–  Incorrect fuel pressure  
–  Faulty fuel pump 
–  Faulty fuel pump 
 check valve 
–  HP Pump response 
–  System Leaks 
–  Faulty Pressure Sensor
–  Leaky fuel injectors 
 (individual)
–  Full Diagnostic capabilities 
 when paired with the 
 FST tool

application (systems)

features

Fuel Pressure Gauge with glycerin
High Pressure Flexible Lines (2pcs)/Dimensions
Low Pressure Relief Line / Dimensions
Case Dimensions WxDxH (cm) / Weight (Kg)

0-3600Psi / 0-250 Bar
20000Psi / 1400Bar / 70cm

145Psi / 10Bar / 50cm
53 X 43 X 14 / 5 

0-36000Psi / 0-2500 Bar
65000Psi / 4500Bar / 70cm

-------
53 X 43 X 14 / 8

Technical Specifications

Dimensions and weight values are subject  to change without notice

HP-G250 HP-G2500

diagnosis

–  Compact & Portable 
–  Dynamic & Static tests 
–  High Pressure relief valve for safe 
 disconnect (HP-G250)
–  Easy readable analog gauge for High 
 System Pressure 
–  Robust for the work-shop
–  Live readings from rail pressure 
 not from sensor)
–  Adaptability for all Injection Systems 
–  Easy hook for mounting on engine hood 
–  Repeatable and fast 

BOSCH and CONTI/ VDO injectors: 
-1 to +15 Bar 
DELPHI injectors: -1 to +3 Bar

application

PIMK-010 Piezo CRDI Backflow Pressure Tester

–  Test instrument kit for testing the 
 return pressure from 
 Piezo Common-Rail injectors 
–  Suitable for testing the proper 
 operation of a Common-Rail injector 
–  Transparent plexiglass tester to 
 permit view of any air pockets which 
 may be present in the fuel
–  Interchangeable vacuum gauge on the 
 test unit for further testing capabilities 
–  Adaptability for most injectors in the   
 market 
–  Pressure relief valve for safe 
 removing from engine

–  1 test unit, conical adapter, 
 quick-fit connectors and 
 pressure relief valve 
–  1 gauge φ63, measuring 
 range -1 to +15 bar 
–  1 gauge φ63, measuring 
 range -1 to +3 bar 
–  CZ01 set of hoses, 
 for connection to 
 CONTI/ VDOinjectors 
–  CZ02 set of hoses, 
 for connection to 
 BOSCH injectors 
–  CZ03 set of hoses, 
 for connection to 
 DELPHI injectors 
–  Plastic carrying case 

components

Fuel system adapters kit
(as ES Series page 31)

adapters
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SRC-505 Gasoline injector screen filter extractor 
tool

GV3-0020 Special injector extractor suitable for JTD 
Diesel engines

model:  FIAT, ALFA, OPEL, SAAB, SUZUKI
engine:  JDI

GV3-0260
Universal complete set suitable for 
removing Bosch & Delphi INJECTORS

Socket for Siemens Piezo M27x1 - M18x1.5, 
to use together with GV3-0260

model: MERCEDES, VOLVO, FORD, 
 RENAULT, KIA, 
 Trucks and General injectors

(not EUI systems)

GV3-0264 Special tool suitable to remove the injector 
spindle

GV3-0317 Complete set for removing m10 + m8 
thread glow plugs

model: MERCEDES
engine:  CDI

GV3-0320 Extractor specific for MERCEDES injectors, 
complete with socket for dismounting the 
electrical connection

model: MERCEDES Sprinter, 
 MERCEDES Vito, MERCEDES Viano, 
 MERCEDES Vario
engine: CDI

GV3-0500

GV3-0506

VAG Group (puller) Solution for 
Injector-Pump System

Special injector extractor suitable for VAG 
models 

model: VAG
engine:  TDI-PD (EUI)

GV3-0510 Injector Puller Solution for Trucks

injectors: BOSCH & DELPHI

model: SSANGYONG, MERCEDES, 
 Trucks with Injector-Pump  
 systems or with traditional truck 
 injectors (VOLVO, SCANIA, MAN, 
 MERCEDES, RENAULT, IVECO, etc.)

GV3-0721

extractorsDiesel Injection System
Special Tools

The fast and easy way to service diesel and gasoline injectors and systems
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GV3-0560

GV3-0564

PSA HDI BOSCH and CONTI/VDO Injectors 
extractor without dismounting

Complete set for removing PSA HDI 
injection nozzles

model:  PSA, TOYOTA, MAZDA, HYUNDAI
engine:  PSA 2.0, HDI DW10 and DW12

GV3-0590 Glow plug reaming kit M10x1 - M10x1,25

kit suitable for removing Siemens injectors 
on diesel engines 
(to apply to slide hammer code GV3-0260

model: PEUGEOT, CITROEN, FORD,  
 TOYOTA
engine:  1.4 - 2.0 - 2.2 diesels

GV3-0640 DELPHI  Injectors extractor 
(old & new systems) 

model: SSANGYONG, MERCEDES,
 MAZDA, KIA
engine:  CDI, Common Rail 

GV3-0700 model: RENAULT Espace,  
 NISSAN, OPEL
engine:  2.0, 2.2, 2.5 dCi (G9T, G9U)

GV3-0710 Complete puller suitable for 
Delphi injectors mounted on 
Renault 1.5 dCi engines

model: RENAULT and NISSAN 
engine: 1.5 dCi

GV3-0720 Special extractor specific for 
Denso injectors.

model: TOYOTA, MAZDA, HYUNDAI
engine:  CR

GV3-0760 Copper Seal-Ring Extractor. Can remove 
copper sealing rings without damaging 
the cylinder head. Equipped with a slide 
hammer for ease of operation 

GV3-8115 Εxtractor specific for Denso injectors engine:  MB416600 - MB40A

GV3-8116 Εxtractor specific for Denso injectors engine:  5870 - 13H50

GV3-8117
Εxtractor specific for Denso injectors engine:  11L 12182

GV3-4500 Complete set removing injectors on 
Mercedes

model: MB Vito, 
 Sprinter Viano Classe C e E, 
 CLC, CLK
engine:  3.0 V6

GV3-5000 Kit for removal of injectors for engines 
Mercedes 

model: ΜΒ
engine:  3.0 V6

GV3-7624 Seized copper sealing ring extracting  
edge for Trucks - to be used with  
GV3-0760

GV3-4400 Special tool suitable for extracting the 
seized copper sealing ring from the injec-
tor shaft specific for Trucks.

GV3-4100 Injector Puller kit suitable for Gasoline 
Direct Injection engines

model: VAG
engine:  FSI

GV3-0550 BMW CR Injectors extractor 
without dismounting the cylinder head

model:  BMW Common Rail 
engine:  M47TU, M57, M57TU

GV3-0620

Complete set for removing Renault dCi injec-
tion nozzles. This kit the removal of the tightly 
fixed injectors nozzles without dismounting 
the cylinder head. It is equipped with a brack-
et and 2 special screws that grant a quick and 
easy injectors’ removal. With this device the 
two injectors can be removed simultaneously

GV3-8114 Εxtractor specific for Denso engine:  23670-30080
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GV3-4300 Injector kit for IVECO DAILY 2.3 MJ 
(to use with GV3-9300)

model:  DAILY
engine:  2.3 CR - 3.0 CR

GV3-9300 Complete set for removing seized injec-
tors on FIAT multijet engines

model:  FIAT GROUP
engine:  1.3 MJ 16v, 1.6 MJ 16v, 1.9 MJ 16v, 
 2.0 MJ 16v, 2.3 MJ, 3.0 MJ, 
 1.3 CDTI, 1.9 CDTI, 2.0 CDTI,
 1.3 DDiS 16v, 1.9 DDiS 16v

GV3-4200
Universal injector kit

injectors:  BOSCH, SIEMENS, DELPHI

GV3-6000 Injectors extraction kit with
HYDRAULIC DEVICE 12 tons, 700 bar

injectors:  BOSCH, DELPHI

GV3-2720 HYDRAULIC CYLINDER 20 ton, 
stroke 8 mm

GV3-7000 Injectors extraction kit suitable for PSA 
including the HYDRAULIC 
CYLINDER 20 ton

model: FIAT GROUP, SUZUKI, VOLVO, 
 PEUGEOT, CITROEN, FORD
engine: 2.0, 2.2 16V 
 DW 10ATED4 MC 2.0 (RHW)
 DW12TEDA 2.2 (4HW)

SRA-242CR Burrets kit -6 to check back leak-age 
of CR injectors W/connection for 
nozzleholders

tools

GV3-0780

GV3-0790

Kit of tools for BOSCH Injector edge and 
seat resurfacing
Kit of tools for SIEMENS and DELPHI 
injector edge and seat resurfacing

SRA-120

SRA-122

SRA-123

Universal Clamp plates to use with vice in 
order to hold injectors upright and service

application: Injector body dimension (mm)
 11, 12, 13, 15, 
 16, 17, 18, 
 19, 20, 22

componets:  
Special tool for 
BOSCH d-15.5mm, d-17mm / d-19mm
Special tool for SIEMENS d-17mm
Special tool for DELPHI d-17mm

model:  MERCEDES, VOLVO, FORD, 
 RENAULT, KIA, FIAT, ALFA,
 LANCIA, OPEL, SUZUKI, VW, 
 PEUGEOT, CITROEN, TOYOTA 
engine:  CDI

Advanced universal tool to dismount & 
mount all type of nozzle holders of all DI 
makes

SRA-400 Lapping tool kit for CR Injector Spherical 
seat

function:  
Lapping kit that enables to rebuild the
conic seat of the closing valve (CR return 
valve) positioned under the CR injector 
solenoids

SRA-440 Kit of tools to extract and replace  the 
fiber ring on the control spool valve of the 
BOSCH CR lnjectors

componets:  
Puller
Inserter
Positioning device

SRA-491 Nozzle holder Wrench for DELPHI injectors

SRA-500

SRA-501

CR Nozzle holder Wrench

CR Nozzle holder Wrench

Dismounting Wrench 
for solenoid HEX. 29mm

Dismounting Wrench 
for solenoid HEX. 30mm

SRA-061CR Tool kit disassemble and repair 
BOSCH Common Rail Injectors

GV3-0470

GV3-0477

SRA-370                   

Set of tools suitable for BOSCH and 
SIEMENS injectors seat cleaning,
complete with tool for injector seat 
resurfacing, injector edge resurfacing and 
blowing tool for M10+M8 thread

GV3-4000 Renault F9Q injectors extractor model:  RENAULT, NISSAN, OPEL
engine:  F9Q 1.9 DCI

GV3-352CR

application: General DELPHI injectors   
model:  FORD Mondeo (DELPHI system),
 FORD Transit (DELPHI system)
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SRC-503 Illuminated lens  with X10 magnification

Bosch Common-Rail Parts

Delphi and Denso Control Valve
spare parts

Diesel Common -Rail service kits. 
Spare parts for all types and brands of 
injectors

A wide range of: 
Cup nuts, valves, valve rings, pins, bush, 
bush stops, ball, ball guides, solenoid and 
nozzle springs, clips, washers, locking 
washers, blocking nuts, steel washers, 
seal o-rings, plungers, shutters, spacers 
and shims.

Gazoline fuel  injector spare parts and 
accessories

A wide range of: 
o-rings, filters, caps, retainers and 
grommets, for the complete service 
of the injectors

accessories

SRC-342 Anti-magnetic pliers kit for spheres and parts replacement

Bosch CR Back-Leak spheres
(F00VC05001 / 1,34mm)
 Bosch CR Back-Leak phase 2  
Anti-magnetic spheres (F00VC05008 / 1,34mm) 
Bosch CR Back-Leak fiber ring and flame trap 
(F00VC99002)
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tel +30 210 9928304

fax +30 210 9928655

info@CarbonZapp.com

www.CarbonZapp.com

364 Varis - Koropiou Ave.

19400 - Attiki, Greece
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